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Frankfurt /Main
Fast access

Living à la relexa
Cosy Comfort
All 163 rooms and suites
offer the comfortable standards that you can expect
of a 4-star hotel. Spacious,
individual design in warm
colours and materials invites
you to feel at home.

Our first floor is specifically
themed for allergy sufferer
with a modern floor covering in high class parquet
design.
The business category on
our 6 th floor is comfortably
air conditioned and fully
equipped with free fresh
water and coffee station.

In the north-west of Frankfurt –
called Mertonviertel – has the
relexa hotel Frankfurt /Main
ideal access via the inter junction:
Bad Homburg, Frankfurter and
Offenbacher Kreuz on the A 5, A 3
and with the exit Mertonviertel of
the A 661. Reach the city center
with the underground lines U 1, U 2
and U 3, all run every 10 minutes.

Hotel à la relexa
Ideal conditions for
successful business

nection road (Rosa-LuxemburgStraße) to the city and the A 66.
All important central points in and
around Frankfurt are only a few
minutes away.

Welcome!
relexa hotel Frankfurt/Main
can contribute to the success
of your business trip.

Distance from the hotel to the city
center, fair and main station of
Frankfurt only 8 – 9 km. Distance
to the Frankfurt airport (FRA) only
24 km.

Outside the hotel is a bus stop and
a taxi stand as well as a quick con-
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The comfortable business hotel
in the Main Metropolis

Superb infrastructure combined with a quiet location
in the Mertonviertel Office
Park – an ideal place to meet
and organize activities in
Frankfurt and the surrounding area.

Experience relexa excellence
and international flair in this
first class hotel.
“Doing ordinary things
extraordinarily well” is the
relexa standard that benefits
every guest.
Enjoy an atmosphere where
a smile is as important as
the charming ambience.
Experience service that is
always on call to meet your
needs.

Celebration ...

Meetings ...
Space and service for
every occasion
Perfect co-ordination of
your wishes and expectations ensures the success
of your event. That is why
we take the time to plan
everything with you – down
to the last detail.

Dining ...

Fitness ...
Relaxation with a
panorama

Fifteen event rooms offer
space for seminars and
presentations, meetings
and parties – for up to
300 guests.
Enjoy the pleasant atmosphere of rooms flooded
with natural light. All
conference rooms have air
conditioning and state-ofthe-art equipment.

Being successful also means
staying fit. No problem, if
your travels allow a balance
between stress and
relaxation.

The stylish way to
entertain
It is stylish ambience that
turns the minor and major
highlights in life into a party
to be remembered.
The relexa hotel offers you
rooms for your private and
business functions and a full
service programme for your
event – from decorations to
coffee afterwards, from

printing of the place cards
to musical accompaniment –
all in accordance with your
wishes.

Enjoy refinement
and diversity
The “Boulevard” Restaurant
offers an extensive breakfast buffet in the morning,
followed by a lunch buffet
and culinary specialities in the
evening.
Our Bistro offers an inter
national alternative for those
in a hurry or just looking for
a snack.

Gourmets and lovers of
southern cuisine will
appreciate “La Fenêtre”
Restaurant. Enjoy the superb
selection of food and drinks
in a stylish ambience, which
will meet even the highest
expectations.
Our “Happy Hour” Bar is
open for your night-cap
through to the early hours.

The relexa hotel Frankfurt /
Main makes it easy for you
to recharge your batteries
between meetings.

Our Fitness Center on the
7th floor is open late into
the evening with sauna,
steam bath and a variety
of exercise possibilities.

